
defense through discovery



about krypton

krypton is an advisory and consulting services
firm, specialized in the domain of information
technology (it) and it-related security

krypton is a partnership amongst a set of
talented and competent individuals, who are
not only passionate about this domain and
able to deliver outstanding results, but also
are considered to be global experts, each in
their field of specialization

krypton provides its clients with high quality
solutions and value-added services, based on
in-depth research, practical methodologies,
and tools that are continuously enhanced in
order to render the clients’ environments
more secure from intrusions and/or attacks,
from internal or external sources - both
digitally as well as physically

however, what makes krypton unique is its
ability to provide services with regards to all
aspects of it security, including: i) physical, ii)
social engineering, iii) technical, and iv)
business process consulting

business context

it security and the protection of sensitive,
confidential and critical data in an enterprise
are no longer simply a technical issue to be
dealt with by the it team of the company

more and more, due to the potential loss of
client data and risk of fraud as well as
financial losses, attention to security matters
has become one of the most serious business
issues on the agenda of executives and board
members

according to gartner, through 2016, the
financial impact of cyber-crime will grow 10%
per year due to the discovery of new
vulnerabilities

with the ever-expanding internet-based services,
increased client touch-points and proliferation
of devices on which transactions can be
conducted by clients, including cloud
computing, the number of possibilities through
which an “attacker” can exploit vulnerabilities
has increased dramatically



objectives

both physical and it security, combined, are
becoming permanent features on the agenda of
top management, concerned with the protection
of their data as well as physical assets

clients engage krypton to perform not only a
full assessment of their current environment,
but also to assist in defining measures on an
ongoing basis, to maintain the maximum level
of possible protection

the objectives of an engagement with krypton
would be to identify existing weaknesses, within
both the it as well as physical infrastructure,
and to elaborate appropriate recommendations
related to the identified weaknesses in order
to reach an acceptable level of residual risk,
which is aligned with “state-of-the-art,” at the
time of the assignment
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as can be observed in the diagram below,
according to cert (computer emergency
response team) at carnegie mellon university,
there were an estimated 45,000 catalogued
vulnerability incidents recorded between
1995 and 2008. however recently and in only
2010 alone, there were close to 42,000
incidents, showing the rate at which
technology-based incidents have increased



benefits

there are business and technical benefits in
engaging in an it security enhancement
program with krypton

business

increased protection of sensitive, confidential
and critical data
improved culture and awareness of Security
risks by the management and the employees
establishment of a technical and physical
risk management culture

technical

gain a better understanding of the threats
landscape
have a realistic view of the company’s
exposure to risk of fraud / compromise
prioritize projects and remediation effort to
quickly reduce the identified risks to an
acceptable level
establish a more robust and resilient it
infrastructure

approach

prevention being the best solution to the
security dilemma, the following outlines
krypton’s suggested phased approach to
establishing a sustainable it Security
governance in the long term:

Additional steps
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the krypton offerings includes
the following set of services
across industries

assessment services
vulnerability testing
penetration testing
network and telephony security
[web] application testing
software code audit / reverse engineering
physical penetration testing
forensics investigation
threat analysis

compliance & certification
payment card industry / data security standards
iso 27000 series
compliance with central bank circulars

remediation services
infrastructure planning (security point-of-view)
network and telephony (architecture,
Configuration)
infrastructure hardening (certification)
incident response services

consulting services
it security governance
it security process
it security structure/organization
crisis management
training

• red team / blue team
• security awareness
• secure development

krypton ongoing protection (kop)
corporate
personal

social engineering

e-reputation management

search engine & social media
optimization



www.kryptonsecurity.com


